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HISTORY
Kung fu is an art form of beauty strength and discipline, a practice for the mind, body, character, and spirit, deeply 
rooted in culture and self-defense. Translated it means “skill and hard work”, but in common usage it refers to any 
Chinese martial art system. Originating thousands of years ago, Kung fu was developed combining aspects of 
military  training,  Buddhist/Taoist  philosophy,  and medicinal  techniques.  Various  regions  and families  classify 
hundreds of different fighting styles and techniques, the most fundamental distinction being between Northern 
and Southern.
 
What we know of Kung Fu was largely founded by 
the creation of the Shaolin Temple in 495 CE, on 
Shongshang Mountain in the Hunan province. The 
Shaolin  Temple  developed  the  distinct,  mature 
form of  modern  Kung  Fu  systems,  incorporating 
ideologies  and  philosophies  of  Tai  Chi  Ch’uan, 
Shing Yi, and Pa-Kua Chang (Bagua). The Zen monk 
Tao Mo, know as Bodhidharma reputedly brought 
Buddhism  to  the  temple  in  527  CE.  The  temple 
became  known  for  integrating  physical  training 
with powerful meditation techniques. This attracted 
many Kung Fu and meditation masters, and Kung 
Fu and Buddhism flourished and matured for over 
1,400 years in China. 
 
But the 20th Century was hard on Kung Fu. Under 
Mao  Zedong’s  Cultural  Revolution,  Kung  Fu  was 
banned, the temples burned and their manuscripts 
destroyed, and the monks imprisoned or murdered. Thankfully, many of the old masters were able to escape to 
other parts of Asia. 
 
Of the masters that fled China during these times of upheaval, many began schools in new communities where 
discrimination and cultural conflict became an incubator for the art, now needed for daily survival. Grandmaster 
Sung Ho Kim began teaching in 1970, in Korea, determined to keep alive traditional Northern Shaolin Kung Fu. The 
Academy was founded to preserve traditional Kung Fu styles and teaching methods. Master Jeon Hoon Jeon began 
his  training  in  1976,  and in  1986 was  awarded the  title  of  Sifu  (which  means  “senior  instructor”  or  “father 
teacher”). He came to America shortly thereafter. 
 
Hollow Bones Northern Kung Fu Boulder, was founded by Keith Martin-Smith, who began his own training in 1994. 
He is Master Jeon’s most senior disciple, and was elevated to co-master in 2008 and a master and lineage holder 
in 2014. 

This school incorporates the best of traditional training, but includes a more modern and post-modern focus on 
emotional and practical integration into our 21st Century world.

Keith was given the Dharma name “Kogen” (“Tiger Eye”), ordained as a Zen priest in the Rinzai tradition in 2012 by 
Jun Po Denis Kelly Roshi, and awarded the title of sensei in 2017 by Doshin Roshi. ("sensei" is Japanese for teacher 
and means the same thing as “sifu”, its Chinese equivalent).  



WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

Forms
Forms are sequences comprised of stances, strikes, kicks, blocks, and 
sweeps designed to mimic fighting. There are over 12 long forms in this 
system comprising the  basis  of  kung fu  practice.  Forms create  inner 
harmony that is beautiful to watch and perform. Kung fu movement is 
difficult to master, combining the ideas of constant motion, breathing 
and flow and the instantaneous transition between hard and soft. Each 
form has a character and life of its own and employ many different types 
of power.

Sparring
Sparring allows the student to test and grow their ability to adapt their 
own kung fu movement to the fluid and dangerous environment of the 
ring.  Sparring  is  where  one  attempts  to  demonstrate  knowledge  of 
advanced Kung Fu techniques while practicing increased self-awareness 
and compassion.
 
Qi Gong
Qi  is  your  total  life  energy  (physical,  spiritual,  and  mental),  which 
connects you to all  other matter outside of you creating balance and 
harmony. Qi Gong incorporates physical postures, movements, breathing 
techniques and focused intention in order to move Qi through the body 
for various purposes. No kung fu practitioner can be a master without 
mastering the internal arts and practices of Qi Gong and Tai Chi as well.
 
Weapons
Weapons include broad sword, straight sword, staff, and many more. The weapon becomes an extension of the 
practitioner  enhancing power  stamina and precision of  movement  while  challenging a  student’s  foundations, 
coordination, and proprioceptive control.
 
Fight Sets
Fight-Sets are two-person fight sequences used as conditioning and to teach applied movement. 
 

Consciousness - Breath - Intent - Movement - Form - Action
Emotional Awareness & Control



CLASS INFORMATION
All Levels Class
Mondays and Wednesdays 
5:30-7 PM
 
Qi Gong and Intensive HIIT Training 
Fridays 
5:30-6:30 pm

Students are encouraged to arrive 10-30 min early to begin stretching and warm up with other students.  Class 
etiquette requires students bow when entering or leaving the floor. There’s more on bowing in the Ethics section, 
as well as important class conduct information. 

SCHOOL DUES
Full-time Dues = $94  month/3 classes week  

Part-time Dues = $49  month / Monday or Wednesday only (4 classes/month) 

*DUES first of the month or the nearest class to the first. 
 

REQUIRED GEAR
Uniforms, weapons, and other gear is not required for beginners.
 
Level 1 - activity-appropriate clothing to class; bare feet are   

       acceptable 
Level 2 – long pants and dark clothing required  
Level 3 - a uniform and shoes required 

SASHES (not belts) 
There are 14 levels in this system. 

• Green - Certified Instructors (Si Hing, Si Mei)
• Red - School Leader (Da Si Hing, Da Si Mei)
• Black – Master

 

TRAINING PROTOCOLS
Students are allowed to enter class after our start time when advance notice is given. In this case when you show 
up, stand just inside the training floor after bowing, and wait for the class instructor to acknowledge you and bow 
you in. Repeated tardiness and no shows are grounds for suspension and dismissal.  

Our intent is to create a student body that is actively integrating Hollow Bones practice into their everyday lives. 
You are  accountable  to  yourself  for  the  effort  you give  and motivation you bring to  your  practice.  SiFu  will 
communicate with you if he suspects you are threatening your own safety, are a danger to others, or if your 
behavior requires suspension or dismissal from the school for any reason. 

Students are free to incorporate Hollow Bones into their life on their own terms. Practicing regularly in class and at 
home throughout the week is highly encouraged and necessary if you want to deepen your experience and realize 
the fruits of training.  



Martial art practice becomes a metaphor for life, a process of self-discovery and mastery. As a student you will 
encounter limits, emotional blocks, and physical edges. Facing these in class helps you to face and overcome them 
in all aspects of life. The focused mind is developed to overcome intensity and maintain proper alignment and 
control in the midst of great chaos and violence. 

Just knowing what you are truly capable of is a challenge that Kung fu can see you overcome. Kung fu practitioners 
are dedicated for life to the art that though one can never truly master, is a path that brings great strength of 
character and spirit.

CLASS PROTOCOLS
Hollow Bones is steeped in tradition, but it’s meant to be applicable to life in the 21st Century. The ancient art is 
older and larger than any one person. One must maintain the honor of the school by conducting oneself in an 
honorable fashion; be disciplined, show integrity and humility. 

Honor starts within the container of self, and here we train to love and have compassion for ourselves. From this 
awareness we can confront our most challenging experiences with a calm fierceness.

We use bowing to engage our own readiness and to witness the readiness of our fellow students. Bowing is used in 
the following ways and every student is expected to uphold this basic tradition of reverence. 

Whenever you enter or leave the room we are training in, bowing properly to the room or class instructor is 
appropriate. We bow at the start and finish of class, every partner exercise, each fight set, & sparring session. 



BOWING
At the beginning and end of class we bow three times. 

VIOLENCE AND MARTIAL ARTS
As soon as a strike is thrown, the fight has been lost, always, no matter the outcome or who struck first. You may 
have failed to notice your surroundings and avoid conflict; failed to diffuse a situation with confidence, humor, 
grace, and insight; allowed your ego to become engaged and enraged; or in some unseen way brought the karmic 
conditions upon yourself. 

That being said, at times in this world we have to use physical violence, as a last resort, to protect ourselves or 
those we love. This is always done with a heavy heart and with as little force as is required. We train so that we 
may never need to use the full expression of that training. 

No emotional violence or aggression is tolerated in this school, without exception. There is an explicit and overt 
acceptance of our fellow brothers and sisters who train with us, and the school has been created to reflect diverse 
backgrounds, genders, sexual orientations, ages, and levels of physicality. 

As a Zen priest, Sifu teaches peaceful resolution of conflict whenever possible, and using the minimal amount of 
force if and only when absolutely necessary. 

High Bow to each other in equality, 
eyes open

Medium Bow to Sifu or class 
instructor, eyes open and lower 

than instructor 

Low Bow to the east to our Lineage, 
eyes lowered to the floor



LEAVING THE SCHOOL 
We request that any student who has completed the first level or higher let us know if you do not plan to continue 
your training. This is, of course, perfectly fine, but it’s important to keep the integrity of our container and respect 
the art and those training in it to not simply disappear. 

###


